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Wipe clean workbook on lowercase letters, full of exercises and activities to help prepare children

aged three and over for school.
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I have a 4 year old severely autistic son. He doesn't communicate well and sometimes trying to

teach him things can be very difficult and frustrating for the both of us. We have ordered a ton of the

wipe clean books and I have to say, they are a life saver!! Because of these books my son is now

the only one in his preschool class that can write all of his letters and numbers, draw every shape,

plus write and read words. These books are a must have!

The books are fantastic! My kids love drawing in them. The markers they come with require a damp

cloth to clean them off the page then a dry cloth to dry the page because if you don't dry the page,

there will be sploches from the wet marker residue. It's a pain! And did I mention that I have to use

either multiple wet wipes or multiple damp cloths if I am cleaning more than 4 pages. And then my

hands get all black from the marker residue left on the cloth or wet wipe. Ugh!I HIGHLY recommend

buying a pack of Expo dry erase markers to go with these books.

https://www..com/gp/aw/d/B0006HXJFK/ref=yo_ii_img?ie=UTF8&psc=1They wipe off the books



with a dry cloth or tissue, making it that much easier for my kiddos to clean on their own. And one

tissue or cloth will clean the whole book! Saves time and effort! Well worth the $5-$6 to get 12

markers that actually WORK for the book! If you're gonna spend money on the book, so yourself a

favor and buy decent markers to go with it!

My two year old LOVES this book (and the others like it by Priddy). They come in handy when we're

in restaurants or have appointments. Keeps him happy and entertained, and I feel it really does help

with learning to write and fine motor skills. A must have!

Originally I loved this book because I could save the environment by reusing the book instead of

paper. But, the trade-off is that I have to use a lot of time to wipe off the old ink. Also a lot of water

and scrubbing if I haven't cleaned it off quickly. The content itself is great. I've just reverted to using

scrap pieces of paper.

NO WASTED MONEY HERE! Easy to clean, easy to maintain and provides the structure I was

looking for to help give my little ones a head start before preschool. We loved these so much we

immediately purchased all four books in this series/set. So, the pens they come with aren't that

spectacular but we bought some other dry erase markers and they work just fine. I am not

concerned with the marker it comes with, its the content within the book and the performance of the

"wipe clean" aspect of the book is what we were after. No disappointment here. Wonderful product!

Would recommend to anyone with Pre-K kiddos or anyone who has kids needing a little extra

direction in writing.

Perfect for learning how to write. Cleans easily with a dry erase eraser or water if cleaned promptly.

Otherwise use a little Simply Green and marker will come right off. My only complaint is the size if

the marker. I have my child use a regular sized marker to practice proper pen holding.

this book is great! my son loves using it to practice his lower case letters and it helps him

understand them better with the pictures that shown with the letters! I highly recommend this to

toddlers!!!

Great product! well made, colorful, practice, very good instruction for little children, it comes with a

dry erase marker in a good size for a child. My child can write and erase easy. I think value is right!.



I found nothing wrong in this product. I recommended to anyone.
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